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Abstract: A numerical study is carried out in order to investigate the multiple solutions of 
micropolar fluid in a channel with changing walls. Mathematical modeling of laws of 
conservation of mass, momentum, angular momentum and energy is performed and governing 
partial differential equations are converted into self-similar ordinary differential equations by 
applying suitable similarity transformation and then solved numerically by shooting method. A 
new branch of solutions is found and presented in graphically and numerically for the various 
values of parameters, which has never been reported.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Based on the solutions of nonlinear problems it can be argued that numerous nonlinear fluid 
flow problems have multiple solutions. Without a doubt, it is stated that it is very hard to find all 
the branches of multiple solutions of a given nonlinear fluid flow problem. At the point when 
two various solutions are close to each other, most of the numerical techniques fail to identify the 
multiple solutions due to the fact that numerical solution might oscillate between two solutions. 
Prime objective of the present study is to investigate the multiple solutions of the problem of 
micropolar fluid in a channel with changing walls (Expanding or Contracting walls). 
Chemical engineering, biomedical, science and environmental engineering vigorously adopt 
fluid flow behavior in a channel particularly the fluids in which shear stresses and rate of change 
of deformation has nonlinear effect on one another [1-5]. Micropolar fluid is one of the most 
prominent among them. These fluids actually belong to the following class of fluids having non-
symmetrical stress tensor with microstructure molecular bounding. The theory of Micropolar 
fluid was presented by Eringen [6] in 1953. Complex fluid problems can be studied with the help 
of Eringen's theory, including flow of blood, liquid crystals, low concentration suspensions & 
turbulent sheer flows. As compared to the classical Newtonian fluids, Micropolar fluids possess 
5 additional coefficients of viscosity. He claimed that the effect of micro-rotations in micro 
structure model happens in Micropolar fluid. These fluids can support stress momentum and 
body momentum; are usually influenced by the spin inertia dynamically. As micropolar fluid 
consists of micro-structures so the effects seen on microscopic level are present on the micro-
structure level by the micro motions of fluid elements. Physically they may be explained as the 
rigid, spherical or bar like elements that are randomly oriented dispersed in a viscous medium 
and thus the deformation of fluid particles in it are ignored completely. These include fluids 
having crystals of dumb-bell shaped molecules, like in animal blood. In addition, the 
mathematical models of the fluids with certain additives or polymeric fluids resembles like the 
mathematical model of Micropolar fluids [7-15]. 
Recently, analytical investigation of the problem of micropolar fluid in a porous channel with 
suction/injection has been made by Aski et al. [16]. Approximate solution of micropolar fluid in 














[17]. Homotopy perturbation method (HPM) was used in order to find approximate solution of 
governing nonlinear differential equations of micropolar fluid. Sajid et al. [18] analyzed the 
boundary layer flow of a micropolar fluid in a porous channel. Fakour et al. [19] considered the 
heat transfer analysis on micropolar fluid in a channel analytically and numerically. Approximate 
solution was obtained by least square method (LSM) and compared the results with Runge–Kutta 
fourth-order. The study revealed that boundary layer thickness of velocity decrease by increasing 
the values of Reynold number  . Moreover, fluid temperature increases with the increase in the 
strength of Peclet number   . Hydromagnetic flow of a micropolar fluid between parallel plates 
with heat transfer was examined by Mehmood et al. [20]. Resulting coupled nonlinear governing 
equations were solved by optimal homotopy analysis method (OHAM). The study revealed that 
coupling parameter increases the vortex viscosity of the fluid which reduces the fluid velocity.  
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
Let us consider unsteady, laminar and incompressible micropolar fluid in a channel. Both the 
channel walls are considered equally permeable and can be expand or contract uniformly with 
time dependent rate   . For the uniform wall suction/injection we assume that fluid is symmetric 
about        to the channel walls as described in physical model Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Physical model of the proposed problem 
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                                                   (3) 
In these equations (1)-(3),    is the velocity field,   is the microrotation vector,   is the density,   
is the pressure,    and    are the body force and body couple per unit mass respectively,   is the 
micro-inertia,           and   are the micropolar material constants (or viscous coefficients), 
dot signifies material derivatives. 
Components of the velocity vector    and micro-rotation   are in the form of  
                                      
Where,   is the component of the micro-rotation normal to the   -plane. 
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Suitable boundary conditions for the proposed problem are: 
                       ,       (8) 
  
  
                        (9) 
At the channel wall, it is assumed that fluid can be extracted or injected with the constant 
velocity   . Moreover, the coefficient of suction/injection   
  
    is a wall permeability 
parameter appears in Equation (8).  




 and stream function can be written as; 
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Put it in Equations (4)-(7), we get: 
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         (12) 
Where   
   
 
is the wall expansion ratio,   is vortex viscosity parameter,   is micro-inertia spin 
parameter.     is for expansion and     is for contraction.  
Here   
   
 
 is the cross flow Reynolds number and     is for injection and     for 
suction through the walls. 
For self-similar solution, we consider   
  
 
 and   
 
 
 by the transformation introduced by 
Uchida and Aoki [21], Dauenhauer and Majdalani [22]. This can leads us to consider the case   
is a constant and       . Therefore,         
In the light of above provisions, Equations (11) and (12) becomes: 
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Appropriate boundary conditions are: 
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                           (16) 
3. HEAT TRANSFER 
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Here,   is the temperature,   is the thermal conductivity and    is the specific heat. 
The appropriate boundary conditions are: 
     at           (18) 
     at           (19) 
Further, the dimensionless temperature   is introduced as      
    
     
  Using similarity 
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 is the Prandtl number. Boundary conditions for   can be obtained from Equations  
                         (21) 
                             (22) 
4. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION 
In order to find the numerical solution, we employ shooting method to solve and investigate 
the multiple solutions of Equation (13-14) and (20) subject to the boundary conditions Equations 
(15-16) and (21-22). 
For this we convert Equation (13-14) and (20) boundary value problem into initial value problem 
by setting: 
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Here,       and   are unknown initial conditions. We have to shoot these initial conditions with 
some arbitrary slope such that solution of the system (23) satisfies the given conditions at the 
boundary. Hit and trail approach is acquire in order to find the unknown initial conditions. Once 
slope of       and   assumed then numerical integration is made for the initial value problem 
and accuracy of missing initial conditions is then checked by comparing calculated value with 
the given terminal point. The details of shooting method with Maple implementation shoot has 
been described by Meade et al. [23].  
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, we study the effects of of Reynold number  , vortex viscosity parameter   , 
wall expansion ratio   and Prandtl number    on velocity      , micro-rotation      and 
temperature profile     . Moreover, effect of these parameters on shear and couple stresses is 
also discussed in the form of tabulation representation. For this purpose we have prepared tables 
















Table 1: Effects of Reynold number  , vortex viscosity parameter    and wall expansion ratio  
  on shear and couple stress at the wall 
         
I-Type Solution II-Type Solution III-Type Solution 
                                       






































1.111721 -30.48721 0.642870 


































































-12.232172 2.203667 -27.101721 1.653356 




-14.242791 2.998649 -24.352902 2.439703 

















































Table 1 presented the effects of Reynold number  , vortex viscosity parameter    and wall 
expansion ratio  on shear and couple stress at the wall. It can be seen from these numerical 
representation that magnitude of the shear stress decreases gradually by the increasing values of 
wall expansion ratio             . Physically we can say that fluid velocity increases due to 
decreasing trend of wall drag, it only because of the fact that wall expansion        decrease 
the boundary layer thickness and allows the fluid to move in a channel freely which causes the 
increase in the velocity. Effects of Reynold number   and vortex viscosity parameter    on shear 
and couple stress is also discussed in this table only for the expanding wall    . Furthermore, 














velocity of the fluid near the channel wall for I and III-Type of solution. This result is a good 
argument of the previously published experimental work of Hayt & Fabula [24] in 1964. They 
claimed that non-Newtonian fluids offered great reduction in the velocity of the fluid near the 
rigid body. So without loss of any generality we can say that our obtained numerical results are 
up to the mark and having a great argument of the previously published worked. Table 2 
presented the numerical values of heat transfer rate at the walls for the various values of Prandtl 
number. From this presentation of numerical values of heat transfer it can be argued that 
numerical values of heat transfer lean towards decreasing in nature by the increasing values of 
Prantdl number for all the branches of the solutions. In Figure 2, we have plotted the values of 
skin friction        against the values of wall expansion ratio   for the fixed values of   
          and    . It is noticed that the value of skin friction  
      increasing 
monotonically for all solutions. This means that increase in the wall expansion ratio     
provided the space to the fluid to flow easily in a channel however totally opposite behavior is 
observed for wall contraction case    . In Figure 3 we correlate the effect of Reynold number 
  on heat transfer at the channel wall. It is depicted that I and II-Type of solutions behave 
asymptotic to the horizontal axis     as the increase values of suction. We can say that heat 
transfer         decreases and tends to zero as the increasing values of Reynold number. 
However, for III-Type of solution heat transfer increases initially but gradually decreases. As 
indicated by Mishra and DebRoy [25], multiple solutions exist for many complex fluid flow 
problems in fluid dynamics and heat transfer because of highly nonlinear problems. It is worthy 
to compute the unstable states as well as stable ones, since solution emerging from bifurcations 
along unstable solutions often connect with stable solution delivering generally mystifying 
phenomena ([26]). The transition process provides valuable information regarding flow 
evolution and can be used to confirm flow stability. The transition to multiplicity of solutions 
takes place below any threshold to chaos or turbulence. In heat transfer engineering, the flow 
multiplicity and instability may strongly influence the quality and structure of the final product in 
material processing ([25]) as example and better insight about the development of stability and 
multiplicity of flow states can serve to stimulate innovations as well as may lead to 
improvements in the performance, reliability and costs of many practical flow problems such as 
crystal growth processes, rotating machines ([27]). We notice also the fact that Ma and Hui [28] 
have shown that for some special cases of the two-dimensional unsteady boundary-layer 
equations, five different solutions of the governing equations exist.  
 
 
Table 2: Effect of Prandtl number    on       
   
I-Type Solution II-Type Solution III-Type Solution 
                  
0.5 -0.010247437 -0.019265008 -0.51147143 
1.5 -2.47E-07 -2.14E-06 -0.0336541 

















Figure 2: Skin friction against the values of wall expansion ratio 
 
Figure 3: Heat transfer         against the values of Reynold number   
Figure 4 and 5 presented the effects of wall expansion     on velocity profile       and 














near the channel walls decreases as the increase values of wall expansion     for all the 
multiple solutions. Profile of the micro-rotation      is increasing by the enhancement of the 
    for I and II-Type of the solutions. However, for the III-Type of solution profile is twisted 
into two phase and can be seen clearly in Figure 5. Furthermore, effect of wall contraction     
on velocity profile       is shown in Figure 6 and observed that the effect of wall contraction 
    on velocity profile       is opposite to the effect of wall expansion    . Micro-rotation 
     increases by increasing the numerical values of wall contraction     for the I-Type of 




Figure 4: Effect of wall expansion     on velocity profile       for             and 















Figure 5: Effect of wall expansion      on micro-rotation     for             and 
    
Effect of     on velocity profile  
     for            and     is identified in Figure 8. It 
is founded that velocity of the fluids decreases near the channel wall for the I and III-Type of 
solutions by increasing the values of    . It is due to the fact that micropolar fluids offer great 
resistance near the rigid body. However, totally opposite trend is seen for the II-Type of solution. 
Effect of    on micro-rotation      for            and     is viewed in Figure 9. 
Figure 10 illustrated the effects of Reynold number   on velocity profile       for          
    and    . From this Figure it can be viewed that velocity of the fluid increases near the 
channel wall by increasing the numerical values of Reynold number for I and III-Type of 
solutions and opposite effect can be seen for II-Type of solution. Effect of Reynold number   on 
micro-rotation      for              and     is depicted from Figure 11. Micro-rotation 














solution. Figure 12 reflected the effect of Prandtl number    on Temperature profile     . An 
increase in the strength of Prandtl number reduces the temperature profile      for I and II-Type 
of solutions. For the III-type of solution temperature profile      decrease near the channel wall 
    and increases rest of the channel.  
 
 
Figure 6: Effect of wall contraction      on velocity profile       for             and 
















Figure 7: Effect of wall expansion      on micro-rotation      profile       for    
















Figure 8: Effect of   on velocity profile  































Figure 10: Effect of Reynold number   on velocity profile       for              and 
















Figure 11: Effect of Reynold number   on micro-rotation      for              and 















Figure 12: Effect of Prandtl number    on Temperature profile      
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 Heat transfer analysis of micropolar fluid in a channel with changing walls is considered. 
 Mathematical modeling for the law of conservation of mass, momentum, angular 
momentum and energy profiles is performed.  
 New branches of the solution for the variation of different physical parameters are 
investigated. 
 Triple solutions of micropolar fluid in a channel with changing walls occurred only for 
the case of suction such that        . 
 Velocity profile increases near the center of the channel as     and decreases as    . 
